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1. INTRODUCTION
This technical white paper describes the Covast B2B Suite for GXS Trading Grid, an offering
on the Microsoft BizTalk Server platform providing global B2B connectivity.

1.1.

THE INTEGRATION CHALLENGES

The rapid globalization of manufacturing and the increasingly complex scope of data
exchanged between trading partners present great challenges to the effective and efficient
trading that drives your business. In addition, you must bridge the gap from legacy EDI
systems and standards to new open standards such as XML and AS2.
Figure 1: Integration Challenges

Yet, the solution to these challenges is clear. You can enable Instant Global Trading with
Covast B2B Suite for GXS Trading Grid.

1.2.

THE SOLUTION – INSTANT GLOBAL TRADING

This comprehensive business integration solution leverages the transformation capabilities of
Microsoft BizTalk Server and the unique global platform of the GXS Trading Grid to optimize
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and streamline your trading activity. The GXS Trading Grid gives you instant access to over
40,000 trading partners around the globe.
Figure 2: Instant Global Trading

The Covast B2B Suite for GXS Trading Grid offers the following key features:
1. Removal of the hassle to manage AS2 connections, You will now have only one AS2
connection with the GXS Trading Grid;
2. The GXS Trading Grid is a real-time network. Based on push technology the GXS
Trading Grid will provide you status reports on the documents you exchange with
your trading partners. This will provide you increased visibility into the supply chain;
3. Automated onboarding of trading partners. Your trading partners can now rapidly be
onboarded at low cost.
The Covast B2B Suite enables fast, secure, cost-effective and reliable connections to your
global trading partners. Whether you already have large investments in EDI or you want to
leverage your investment in BizTalk Server by bringing EDI into your arsenal of capabilities,
the Covast Solution is designed to help you grow your business.
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2. THE SOLUTION EXPLAINED - END TO END SCENARIO
This technical white paper describes what the solution is capable of by means of an end-toend scenario shown in two parts. The first part demonstrates how a large manufacturer sets
up the connection with the GXS Trading Grid. The second part shows how one of the
customers sets up a connection with the manufacturer and starts trading with them through
the GXS Trading Grid.

2.1.

PART ONE – MANUFACTURER CONNECTS TO GXS TRADING GRID

The manufacturer installs the Covast B2B Suite – which runs on the Microsoft BizTalk Server
platform - and during that process the first connection is made with the GXS Trading Grid.
Figure 3: High level architecture

Using advanced web services technology, the initial configuration will be made and the
manufacturer will be ready to start setting up connections with its trading partners.
Assuming this is a fresh setup, the manufacturer would first point his browser to the client
area on the Covast website and download the appropriate EDI document definitions he
wants to exchange. This website contains a complete list of downloadable EDI document
definitions, for all the major EDI standards and versions available.
Using the standard BizTalk Server development environment – Visual Studio – the
downloaded document definitions can be imported and maintained.
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Figure 4: Use the EDI Explorer to maintain EDI Document Definitions

The EDI Explorer that runs inside Visual Studio can be used to customize EDI document
definitions to your needs and furthermore get a graphical overview of the document
definitions, which can also be printed as implementation guides that can shared be with
business partners.
All the definitions maintained here are stored in the SQL Server database called the EDI
Repository. In this example, the X12 4010 850 Purchase Order message is used. This is a
customized version of the standard X12 document which the manufacturer imposes on its
trading partners. Its trading partners HAVE to comply to this format in order to be able to do
business with them.
Because BizTalk Server is an XML based product, all non-XML messages entering the system
are automatically converted to XML and all messages leaving the system are converted from
XML if they have to be exchanged with trading partners in another format than XML.
Using XML throughout the system has several advantages, the most important being: the
ability to use standard tools and processes to handle the messages, the readability of the
messages and the ease of accessing information in these messages to make decisions in
business processes and feed the BAM infrastructure with live information from them.
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Figure 5: Generate EDI XSD from the EDI Repository

The EDI document definition therefore has to be ‘transformed’ into an XML schema, called an
XSD. At runtime, this XSD is used by the BizTalk XSLT engine for message transformation,
and by the Covast EDI translation pipelines for conversion between EDI and XML and vice
versa. This translation between EDI and XML is done implicitly: no mapping has to be
defined for it.
Figure 6: The Covast Schema Generator

By selecting ‘Add generated items’ in the BizTalk project you are currently working on, a
pop-up appears where you have to select ‘Generate Covast EDI 2006 Schemas’. Now you
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can select all the document types that are in the EDI Repository, for each of them an EDI
XSD will be generated and added to the currently opened BizTalk Server project.
Figure 7: The generated EDI XSD

The resulting EDI XSD’s can be used just like any other XML Schema. Since the schemas are
based on the XSD standard (a W3C standard) all the tools you are used to for processing
and managing XML that adhere to this world-wide standard can be used.
It is possible to promote properties and use these fields to make decisions in your business
processes. Property promotion is the standard BizTalk Server way of making certain
elements or attributes in an XML schema “special”. If properties are configured as being
“distinguished properties”, the values from these elements or attributes will at runtime, for
each instance be saved with the other message properties in the BizTalk Message Box and
Tracking Database.
Each EDI XSD generated from the EDI repository, will always start with the Covast Envelope
element, containing all the important information received as part of the EDI headers and
trailers of inbound interchanges and documents. Because this envelope is part of every
instance and also XML based, the attributes in this envelope can also be promoted.
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Figure 8: Example promoted property: the Test indicator

For example, by promoting the ‘Test indicator’ field in this Covast Envelope it is possible to
use that field in your business processes to make a decision to either hand off the inbound
message to a production or a test back-end system.
On the outbound, it is possible to populate certain attributes in this envelope as well. This
can for example be used to implement custom batching. In other words, you can influence
which XML instance ends up in which EDI interchange by indicating the batch settings and
references in the Covast Envelope.
Properties from XML documents can also be tracked. By creating tracking profiles, you
cannot only track certain stages in your business processes, but also save certain
information retrieved from these instances and use that information in the Business Activity
Monitoring environment.
Now it is time to map the EDI Purchase Order message to the format that is understood by
the back-end ERP system. In this example, the back-end system is able to consume XML
messages. The schema used here, has been published by the back-end system.
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Figure 9: Creating the Map

All the relevant information from the inbound purchase order has to be linked to the fields in
the back-end order message. Basically, all mandatory fields in the back-end order message
should have a link or a fixed value. The BizTalk Mapper is a very powerful graphical tool to
create these maps without needing to write code. An extensive list of canned Functoids is
available, making it possible to create virtually any kind of map.
It is even possible to execute XSLT or custom code (VB.Net, C# or even calling methods in
external assemblies) from within a map.
The next step is to create the business process that is going to orchestrate the flow of
inbound purchase orders. This is also something that can be accomplished using a visual
toolset. In this example, the inbound purchase orders received will only be approved if the
total quantity is more than one hundred.
Orchestrations are a very easy and flexible way to implement your business processes,
without “hard-coding” all the rules. From within these Orchestrations it is also possible to
invoke the external Rules Engine. So, instead of hard-coding the value hundred in this
example, we could also have created an external rule for this.
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Figure 10: Orchestrate the Business Process

Because BizTalk Server is a publish and subscribe environment, the Orchestrations that are
created will have to subscribe to certain types of messages. In this case, the Orchestration
will subscribe to messages of type “Purchase Order”.
The system can be configured as such, that all inbound Purchase Orders – no matter how
they arrive (HTTP, FTP, AS2, OFTP, etc.) or in what format (XML, Flat File, EDI) they arrive –
can be fed to the same business process.
The manufacturer’s end of the integration is now completely set up. The only thing left to do
now is publish the EDI implementation guides in electronic format to their ‘hub page’ on the
GXS Trading Grid. These implementation guides can then be downloaded by the
manufacturer’s trading partners.
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PART TWO – CUSTOMER SETS UP TRADING RELATION WITH MANUFACTURER

This document now continues with the second section in this end-to-end scenario
description, where the customer will actually set up a trading relationship with the
manufacturer by means of the Covast B2B Suite and the GXS Trading Grid.
Within the BizTalk Administration console, the customer – also a Covast B2B Suite owner can start the B2B Suite’s Trading Partner Manager. This user interface can be used to lookup
trading partners on the GXS Trading Grid and set up relationships with them.
Figure 11: Adding a Trading Partner

Using the ‘Add Trading Partner’ feature, a trading partner can be found on the Trading Grid
by using their GXS ID, GXS Mailbox ID, EDI address or Address (physical location of the
trading partner).
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Figure 12: Selecting search criteria to lookup a Trading Partner

In this example scenario, we use the trading partner’s EDI Address to lookup the trading
partner details. The EDI Address always consists of an Identifier and a Qualifier. Lots of
times, when trading partners exchange EDI messages they mutually agree on an Id and
Qualifier. In that case, the qualifier is ZZ, which is a standard notation for “mutually agreed
upon”. These EDI Addresses are also used in the headers of EDI interchanges to indicate the
sender and recipient and will be used for routing.
It is also possible to lookup trading partners on the Trading Grid by their GXS Id. Every
company connected to the GXS Trading Grid has its own Identification on the Grid. Because
all companies connected to the Grid also have a (default) mailbox, this can also be used to
uniquely identify a trading partner.
Lastly, if you only know the physical location details of the trading partner you want to setup
a relationship with, you can also enter these as search criteria.
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Figure 13: Entering search criteria to lookup the Manufacturer

As soon as the ‘Next’ button is pushed, the system makes a web services call to the Trading
Grid, which looks up and returns the trading partner details requested.
Once the trading partner details are found and returned, this information is stored in the
local TPM database and will be shown in the list of available trading partners on the local
system.
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Figure 14: Trading Partner found

The next step is to request a trading partner relationship with this partner.
The request includes information about who is going to pay for what when exchanging
messages once the relationship has been set up. Once submitted, the status of the
relationship will be ‘Request sent’. This action will result in a request arriving in the B2B
Suite of the selected trading partner – the Manufacturer in this example - using the web
services interface and the Trading Grid as the intermediary.
Because the Manufacturer in this example scenario also uses the Covast B2B Suite software,
he will be automatically notified of this event. He can then open the TPM and accept or reject
the relationship requested by this customer.
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Figure 15: Requesting a Trading Relationship

Once he accepts, a two-sided relationship has been set up on the Trading Grid and the
exchange of messages can start. The status of the relationship will then be seen as ‘Test’,
which means the relationship is in test mode.
By now selecting the ‘Deploy trading relation’ menu item, the system will generate all the
BizTalk and B2B Suite artifacts (being Parties, Send Ports and Receive Locations) needed to
be able to exchange messages with this trading partner.
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Figure 16: Downloading and importing the Manufacturer’s Implementation Guides

The customer now downloads the implementation guide for the manufacturer’s purchase
order from their portal page on the GXS Trading Grid. This implementation guide can now be
imported using the EDI Explorer in Visual Studio.
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Figure 17: Making it a Partner Specific EDI document definition

By selecting ‘Contoso’ instead of the DEFAULT party during import of this specification, this
document definition will be stored in the EDI Repository as a party specific document. This is
done to differentiate between the various implementations of the purchase orders that the
customer has to use in its communication with all the manufacturers it orders items with.
At runtime, when EDI messages are received from a trading partner, the system always first
checks if there is a party specific schema to match it against. If that is not the case, it will
use the default schema.
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Figure 18: A partner specific EDI XSD

After generating an XSD from the partner specific EDI document definition, the next thing
the customer has to do is create the map between the back-end system interface and this
particular version of the X12 purchase order. Once this has been completed, exchanging
messages with this manufacturer can start.
At first, the connection will be in Test mode. Once the parties involved are satisfied with the
test results, the relationship can go in Production and trading can really start.
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MONITORING THE B2B SUITE

Using the standard BizTalk Server Health and Activity Tracking – or HAT – tool, you can get
an overview of all the messages flowing through the system
Figure 19: Health and Activity Tracking including EDI reports and details

It is possible to drill all the way down into EDI level details. Even when the trading partner
sends messages that do not validate according to the implementation guide, it is very easy
to pinpoint the exact location of these errors using this intuitive user interface.
Because the system is connected to the Trading Grid in a real-time fashion, the statuses
shown for each message actually are the current statuses as they are known by the network
and the trading partner. This guarantees up-to-date tracking information at all times.
Using this same interface it is also possible to track and trace messages by means of user
defined fields that contain meaningful information for business users such as PO Number.
Using BizTalk Server’s Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) tools, it is possible to get a realtime overview of what is going on in your business.
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Figure 20: End-to-End Business Activity Monitoring

This information is retrieved from the database that has been fed with events and
information from your business processes.
No matter if messages are exchanged using XML, EDI or even Flat Files, the same BAM
interfaces can be used to get a complete and up-to-date overview which help you make
better business decisions.
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3. PRODUCT DATASHEET
This chapter contains a list of the most important features and functionalities provided by
the Covast B2B Suite.

3.1.

EDI AND NON-EDI STANDARDS SUPPORT

The following formats are supported:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3.2.

X12 (U.S.)
VICS (U.S. general merchandise retail)
WINS (U.S. warehousing retail)
UCS (U.S. grocery retail)
EDIFACT (Worldwide)
EANCOM (European retail)
Tradacoms (U.K.)
VDA (German automotive)
Odette (Automotive)
XML
Cargo-IMP (Airfreight)
Gencod (France)
Name/Value Pairs
Proprietary flat files
Other (user configurable)

COMMUNICATIONS SUPPORT

Besides the native real-time link with the GXS Trading Grid, the following Value Added
Networks (VAN) are supported:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

400Net Messaging Service (NL)
Atlas 400 (F)
BusinessMail (D)
GXS EDI*Express
GXS Tradanet (GB)
IBM (GXS) Information Exchange
ICC.net
Inovis
Kleinschmidt
SITA
Sterling Commerce
Transettlements (Descartes)

The following peer-to-peer communication protocols are supported:
•
•
•
•
•

AS2
OFTP (Odette File Transfer Protocol)
FTP
POP3/SMTP (including attachments)
MSMQ
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IBM MQSeries
HTTP and HTTP/s

COMMON AND ADVANCED EDI FEATURES

Run-time EDI features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Customizable outbound batching
Inbound de-batching
Syntax validation
Semantic validation
Complete functional acknowledgement generation and reconciliation
TA1 (Interchange Acknowledgment) generation and reconciliation
Custom control number generation
Full end-to-end tracking
Audit trail of documents handled
Archiving of documents
Access to EDI envelope information
Detailed error logging on element level

Design-time features:
•
•
•
•
•
•

SQL repository driven
Document versioning
Standards import facilities
Full compliance checking
Customize standard documents
Implicit XML to EDI (and vice versa) conversion support

Trading Partner Management features:
•
•
•

All B2B related trading partner properties managed from one central place
Interchange agreement compliance checking
Trading partner-specific handling

Advanced EDI Features:
•
•
•

Context switching in transformation
Use of EDI documents in a BPM environment
Enables BAM views on the complete integration flows
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4. SUMMARY
The Covast B2B Suite for GXS Trading Grid enables fast, secure, cost-effective and reliable
connections to your global trading partners. Whether you already have large investments in
EDI or you want to leverage your investment in BizTalk Server by bringing EDI into your
arsenal of capabilities, this Covast solution is designed to help you grow your business.
The Covast B2B Suite for GXS Trading Grid offers the following key features:
1. Removal of the hassle to manage AS2 connections, You will now have only one AS2
connection with the GXS Trading Grid;
2. The GXS Trading Grid is a real-time network. Based on push technology the GXS
Trading Grid will provide you status reports on the documents you exchange with
your trading partners. This will provide you increased visibility into the supply chain;
3. Automated onboarding of trading partners. Your trading partners can now rapidly be
onboarded at low cost.
The scalable design of Covast B2B Suite for GXS Trading Grid helps businesses integrate
their continually increasing number of trading partners and growing trading volumes easily.
The solution has been designed to scale out very well, which means that adding more
servers to the group will almost linearly increase the processing power of the Covast B2B
Suite, helping enterprises to accommodate the grow of their business without any limits.
Architecturally, the Covast B2B Suite consists of run time components and design time
components. The run time components parse inbound EDI documents into XML and serialize
outbound XML instances into their appropriate EDI format.
Additionally, the Covast GXS Trading Grid Adapter - set up as a BizTalk Transport Adapter arranges the real-time communications with the GXS Trading Grid and the Covast batcher
orchestrations take care of batching outbound EDI messages into interchanges if so desired.
The design time components are used for the management of EDI Document Definitions
(using the “EDI Explorer”) , the management and monitoring of the EDI partners (using the
“TPM” and “HAT”) and the configuration of the actual exchange of documents using the
standard BizTalk tools Visual Studio and the BizTalk Administration Console, that have been
extended with EDI specific functionality.
Covast provides fast and flexible software that simplifies the complexity of connecting,
translating and sharing information with customers and suppliers. As the Microsoft
recommended EDI solution for the BizTalk Server environment, we understand your
connectivity issues.
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5. HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE PRE-REQUISITES
To install Microsoft BizTalk Server 2006 and the Covast B2B Suite for GXS Trading Grid, the
following hardware and software is required at a minimum:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Microsoft Windows Server 2003 (SP1) or Windows 2000 Server (SP4)
Microsoft SQL Server 2005 or SQL Server 2000 (SP4)
1 Gigahertz (GHz) Intel Pentium-compatible CPU for single processors (900 MHz for
double, 700 MHz for quad)
1 Gigabyte (GB) of RAM
6 Gigabyte (GB) free hard disk space
CD-ROM or DVD-ROM drive
Super VGA monitor (1024 x 768) or higher resolution monitor with 256 colors
For 64-Bit systems, either an AMD Opteron (AMD64) or Intel XEON (EM64T) or
compatible 1.7 GHz or higher processor is recommended.

To run Microsoft BizTalk Server including the Covast B2B Suite in a production environment,
Microsoft and Covast advise a configuration with multiple processing servers and a SQL
Server cluster environment to ensure high availability and handle fail over scenarios.
The solution is able to scale up (add more CPU power, CPU's and/or memory to individual
servers) and scale out (add more processing servers to spread the workload).
Covast representatives can assist in determining the best-suited architecture for each
specific customer situation.
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6. CONTACT INFORMATION
North American Headquarters
Covast
3340 Peachtree Road, NE
Tower Place, Suite 580
Atlanta, Georgia 30326
USA
Tel: 1.866.COVAST1 or +1 404.812.7150
Fax: +1 404.812.7155
European Headquarters
Covast
Rivium Quadrant 151
2909 LC Capelle a.d. lJssel
P.O. Box 8738
3009 AS Rotterdam
The Netherlands
Tel: +31 10.235.10.22
Fax: +31 10.288.92.47
E-mail
info@covast.com
URL
http://www.covast.com

Covast is a trademark of Covast Corporation. Other product or service names mentioned herein are the trademarks of their
respective owners.
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